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Walking on Historical Sites along the Horikawa River 
 

Walking Route 

   

Start     Meitetsu Sanno Station 山王 (local stop between Kanayama & Nagoya) 

 

1. Matsushige Lock Gates  

2. Higashi Betsuin Temple & the Ruins of Furuwatari Castle 

3. Eikokuji Temple 

4. Osu Kannon Temple 

5. Horikawa River 

6. Nayabashi Bridge 

7. Gojobashi Bridge 

8. Shikemichi Road 

 

End:     JR Nagoya Station            Total approximately 9.0 km             

                 

 

 

Meitetsu Sanno Station 山王山王山王山王 
- Take the east exit (東) out of Meitetsu Sanno Station and walk down Sanno-dori with your back to 

the rail tracks. When you get to the Horikawa River, you will see the twin towers of the 

Matsushige Lock gates. 

 

Matsushige Komon 松重閘門松重閘門松重閘門松重閘門  (Matsushige Lock gates ) 
Matsushige lock gates were constructed in 1930 to connect the Horikawa River with the Nakagawa 

Canal. The water level of the Horikawa River was approximately 1 meter higher than that of 

Nakagawa canal, so when a ship moved from the Horikawa River to the Nakagawa Canal, the two 

lock gates were used to allow boats to pass smoothly through the water network. This area was 

known as the “Panama Canal” of Nagoya. 

However, the Matsushige lock gates were closed down in 1976 due to the increase in truck transport 

and the rapid decrease in ship transportation.  

 

- Cross the Horikawa River and back-track to Sanno-dori. Follow Sanno-dori (under the 

expressway) and continue on to Higashi-Betsuin Temple; located approximately 1.2km east of 

the lock gates. 
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Higashi Betsuin Temple 東別院東別院東別院東別院 and the Ruins of Furuwatari Castle 古渡城古渡城古渡城古渡城 
Higashi Betsuin Temple was constructed in 1690 as a branch of a Kyoto-based Buddhist temple. The 

temple was destroyed in air raids in March 1945 and was rebuilt in the same place in 1962. 

There is a stone pillar showing the ruins of Furuwatari Castle in a corner of the temple site. 

Furuwatari Castle was constructed in 1534 by Nobuhide Oda, the father of Nobunaga Oda, in order 

to prevent infiltration by Imagawa clan troops. 

But in 1548 he moved the castle to Suemori Castle; the ruins of which remain in the Shiroyama area 

of Chikusa Ward. 

- Next move on to Eikokuji Temple 栄国寺 - located behind Higashi Betsuin Temple. 

                  

 

Eikokuji Temple 栄国寺栄国寺栄国寺栄国寺 
It is said that this area had been an execution ground until the beginning of the Edo Period. Amongst 

those executed were many Christians - Christianity being severely prohibited by the ruling Tokugawa 

family. The execution ground was moved to another location and Eikokuji Temple was built on the 

site as a memorial to those executed. A Christian memorial museum which displays remains of 

Christians has been set up in the current temple site.  

- Exit the temple grounds and make your way to Fushimi-dori 伏見通 (100 m west), take a right 

and follow Fushimi-dori to Osu Kannon Temple; located on the right, approximately 0.9km from 

Eikokuji Temple. 
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Osu Kannon Temple 
After passing through the shopping arcade, you will arrive at Osu Kannon Temple. 

Osu Kannon Temple was moved from the current Hashima City, Gifu Prefecture in 1612. This area 

developed into a business and amusement quarters as a temple town of Osu Kannon Temple. 

Osu Kannon Temple also holds a variety of ancient documents which are designated as national 

treasures. 

- Leave Osu Kannon Temple and walk up Fushimi Dori 伏見通 towards Shirakawa Koen 白川

公園, turn left before the park and you will once again meet up with the Horikawa River. 

 

                      
 

The Horikawa River 堀川堀川堀川堀川 
The Horikawa River runs through the central area of Nagoya. However, the river is not a natural river, 

but in fact a canal. Horikawa literally means river of moat in Japanese. 

Construction of the original Nagoya Castle began in 1610. At the same time construction of the 

Horikawa River also started. The canal ran from the west side of Nagoya Castle to the former 

seaport (located in current Atsuta Ward) and was used to ship building materials; the original 

Horikawa River was 6 km long. 

- Walk north along the Horikawa River towards Nagoya Castle; after approximately 1.7km you will 

arrive at Nayabashi Bridge 納屋橋. 
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Nayabashi Bridge 納屋橋納屋橋納屋橋納屋橋 
Nayabashi Bridge is situated in downtown Nagoya and was one of seven original bridges built over 

the Horikawa River. The bridge is part of one of Nagoya’s main streets, Hirokoji-dori 広小路通. 

At the foot of Nayabashi Bridge is Horikawa Gallery 堀川ギャラリー (open 10:00 – 17:00, closed 

Mondays; free admission). A variety of photos, pictures, descriptions, and other materials about 

Horikawa River are on display.  

During the Edo Period the Horikawa River was clean, fish-filled river – quite the opposite to what it is 

now. From looking at ukiyoe pictures that showed Horikawa River, it is evident that the river was once 

lined by cherry and peach trees, and was once a popular relaxation spot.   

 

- Continue walking upstream until you come to Gojoubashi Bridge 五条橋. 
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Gojobashi Bridge 五条橋五条橋五条橋五条橋 
Gojobashi Bridge was another one of the original seven bridges that crossed the Horikawa River. 

Gojobashi Bridge was moved - along with many other things - in 1610 from Kiyosu (modern day 

Kiyoshu City). These items are known as Kiyosu-goshi 清洲越し - the move from Kiyosu. 

 

- Cross over the Horikawa River at Gojobashi Bridge and turn right onto Shikemichi Road 四間道. 

 

                         
 

 

Shikemichi Road 四間道四間道四間道四間道 
“Shikemichi” means four ken (6 meter) wide road. A lot of warehouses and old-fashioned houses 

where the merchant families once lived during the Edo Period have been preserved and still can be 

seen along Shikemchi Road. Merchants moved to this area from Kiyosu in 1610 and traded daily 

commodities such as rice, salt, and miso. These commodities used to be shipped along the 

Horikawa River and were stored in the neighbouring warehouses. 
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Yanekamisama Shrines 屋根神様屋根神様屋根神様屋根神様 
Yanekamisama shrines are small shrines which were built on the roofs of private houses and were 

said to be only found in the Nagoya area; there were over a 1000 of these shrines before WW2, now 

only around 140 exist in the city. 

 
 

- Continue walking along Shikemichi Road until you arrive at the gateway to the Endoji Shopping 

arcade.  

 

Endoji Shotengai 円頓寺円頓寺円頓寺円頓寺商店街商店街商店街商店街 
Endoji Shotengai is one of the traditional shopping arcade in Nagoya that seems to have been left 

out of the on-going construction and modernization that is evident across the rest of the city center. 

The place itself has a long history and in the past served as a commercial area of the old castle town 

area of Nagoya. Among the old-style family shops, there are also 21st century boutiques and coffee 

shops that inhabit preserved old-style buildings.  

  

Chokyuzan Endo-ji Temple 長久長久長久長久山山山山円頓寺円頓寺円頓寺円頓寺 

Located inside the Endoji Shotengai is a Nichiren sect temple, constructed in 1654 by Fujei-in 

Nichigon. The wing of the main hall sanctuary has a statue of the Buddhist goddess, Kishi-Bojin. The 

statue is made out of leftover wood from the construction of the Nagoya Castle Keep, and is open to 

the public on the 18th of each month. 

 

 

 

- Walk the length of the arcade and you will arrive at JR Nagoya Station. 


